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Over the last 2 decades, a height-
ened interest in germs has been evident
in many aspects of American popular
culture, including news coverage, adver-
tisements, and entertainment media.
Although clearly a response to the AIDS
epidemic and other recent disease out-
breaks, current obsessions with germs
have some striking parallels with a simi-
lar period of intense anxiety about dis-
ease germs that occurred between 1900
and 1940. A comparison of these 2 peri-
ods of germ “panic” suggests some of
the long-term cultural trends that con-
tributed to their making.

Both germ panics reflected anxieties
about societal incorporation, associated
with expanding markets, transportation
networks, and mass immigration. They
were also shaped by new trends in public
health education, journalism, advertising,
and entertainment media. In comparison
to the first germ panic, the current dis-
course about the “revenge of the super-
bugs” is considerably more pessimistic
because of increasing worries about the
environment, suspicions of governmental
authority, and distrust of expert knowl-
edge. Yet, as popular anxieties about
infectious disease have increased, public
health scientists have been attracting
favorable coverage in their role as “med-
ical detectives” on the trail of the “killer
germ.” (Am J Public Health. 2000;90:
191–198)
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In June 1998, hundreds of families from
the Atlanta, Ga, metropolitan region sought
relief at a popular water park from an early
summer heat wave. Little did the parents
know, as they watched their toddlers play in
the baby pool, that the water had been conta-
minated with feces, probably from a leaky
diaper, carrying the infamous strain of
Escherichia coli known as O157:H7. In the
following weeks, 26 young children became
ill, including the 3-year-old son of the Atlanta
Braves shortstop Walt Weiss. Brody Weiss’s
struggle to survive became a sidebar to the
1998 baseball season, as sportscasters anx-
iously reported his initial deterioration and
then celebrated his recovery. Brody’s story
contrasted sadly with that of 2-year-old
McCall Aikin, who died from the E coli
infection she contracted that same June day.1

Revenge of the Superbugs

The coverage of the Atlanta water park
incident illustrates a kind of “killer germ”
news feature that has become increasingly
common in the American news media over the
last decade. Reports on outbreaks of E coli,
flesh-eating Streptococcus, hantavirus, and
other unusual pathogens repeat the same set of
messages: what looks clean, safe, and pleasur-
able is not; ordinary, everyday objects—baby
pools, apple juice, tap water, packages of
ground beef—may be carriers of deadly dis-
ease. One false step, one casual slip, and death
may be on your doorstep.

These warnings often are illustrated
with the latest in colorized microphotography
that lends the offending microbes an eerie
beauty. Otherworldly portraits of pathogens
are accompanied by homely photographs of
the ordinary people unexpectedly struck
down by the pathogens’ virulence. For exam-
ple, an August 1998 Time article on the E coli
outbreak featured a studio portrait of McCall
Aikin, the kind of picture countless parents

carry in their wallets, paired with a candid
shot of Brody Weiss eating a hot dog with his
mother at the All Star game. These contrast-
ing visual representations of the germ and its
victims were accompanied by headlines that
sound like a preview of coming attractions at
the local movie theater. “It’s turning up every-
where: in your water, your food, the pool.
How to protect yourself from THE KILLER
GERM,” declared the caption on the 1998
Time cover. The accompanying narratives
cast public health scientists as medical detec-
tives, worthy successors of John Snow or,
perhaps more appropriately, the television
character “Quincy,” who track the microbial
culprit along a trail of contaminated ground
beef or polluted tap water.2

The killer germ genre of journalism is
just one indication of a heightened interest in
infectious diseases evident in contemporary
American culture. Themes enunciated in best-
sellers such as Laurie Garrett’s The Coming
Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a World
Out of Balance (1994) and Richard Preston’s
The Hot Zone (1994) have been picked up by
novelists and filmmakers. The concept of
“nature striking back” has been embroidered
with conspiratorial plots involving corporate
skulduggery, international espionage, and
bioterrorist attacks. Simultaneously, advertis-
ers have adopted the “revenge of the super-
bug” theme to promote a wide range of con-
sumer products, from bottled water and hand
soap to Microban-coated baby toys. Even a
brief look at a magazine or television show
furnishes ample evidence that the germ sell is
everywhere now.3

At one level, the widespread interest in
germs seems easily understood as a response
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to the AIDS epidemic and other troubling dis-
ease outbreaks of the last 2 decades. To date,
the AIDS pandemic has taken an estimated
13.9 million lives; about 420000 of them were
Americans. Deadly outbreaks of “emerging
viruses” such as Ebola virus and hantavirus,
although far more limited in their effect, have
raised fears of new plagues to come. Misuse
and overuse of antibiotics have multiplied the
number of drug-resistant strains of older bac-
terial diseases such as tuberculosis (TB) and
gonorrhea. Finally, well-publicized breaches in
food and water safety have produced localized
epidemics of potentially deadly diseases such
as those caused by E coli.4 

At another level, the “revenge of the
superbugs” theme has become linked to more
generalized end-of-the-millennium fears.
Some commentators hypothesize that now
that the Cold War is over, Americans need a
new enemy to replace the “evil empire” of
the Soviet Union; these commentators note
that the threat of germ warfare and bioterror-
ism works well to justify peacetime defense
expenditures. Others see media coverage of
emerging diseases as promoting neocolonial
perceptions of Third World immigrants and
countries as “disease breeders” that threaten
the First World’s health security. Still others
wonder if the germ scare is simply a clever
marketing ploy designed to sell movies,
books, and antibacterial products in a com-
petitive consumer culture.5

Although the current fascination with
killer germs undoubtedly reflects a post-
AIDS, post–Cold War crisis of confidence, it
bears some striking similarities to an earlier
period, approximately 1900 to 1940, when
Americans also developed a heightened con-
sciousness of the germ. Then, as now, multi-
ple forms of mass culture, including public
health posters, magazine articles, movies,
and advertising, were used to raise and chan-
nel that sensitivity into new hygienic rituals.
Then, as now, Americans heard a constant
stream of messages designed to make them
doubt their security against potentially fatal
infections. Contemporary portrayals of killer
germs are recycling fears and beliefs that have
long historical roots. By comparing these
2 periods of heightened germ anxiety, I seek
to map out some of the broader dynamics at
work in the making of such germ “panics.”

My use of the term germ panic is loosely
adapted from the sociologic literature on so-
called moral panics—that is, episodes of
intense societal concern about forms of social
deviance such as drug addiction or child
molestation. These are not panics in the sense
that a fire sends people rushing for exits but
rather involve a more generalized sense of
anxiety. Sociologists normally apply the term
to worries that seem out of proportion to the

actual incidence of the problem. I use it in a
more neutral way, recognizing that it is prema-
ture, indeed presumptuous, to suggest that
anxieties produced by the AIDS pandemic,
which now affects about 22 million people
worldwide, are out of proportion to the prob-
lem. Moreover, some of the same themes
emphasized in the killer germ genre of con-
temporary popular culture have been sup-
ported by scientific reports on emerging dis-
eases issued by the Institute of Medicine and
the Woods Hole Working Group on Emerging
Diseases. Just because a public health issue
attracts the attention of Random House or
Hollywood, it should not lose its status as a
genuine problem.6

The historical study of disease teaches
us, if nothing else, that a culture’s attentive-
ness to a perceived health risk is determined
not only by statistics but also by a broad
range of other factors. Whether a disease is
deemed newsworthy, so that the media cover
it and reinforce its importance; whether it has
commercial potential to sell products or ser-
vices, so that advertising amplifies concern
about its avoidance; and whether its inci-
dence reflects other societal problems, so that
activists and reformers become invested in its
prevention are all factors that help to deter-
mine which disease phenomena stake a claim
on the popular imagination. Comparing 2 peri-
ods of germ panic offers a useful way to
identify and understand the broad cultural
dynamics that shape attention to public health
issues.

These 2 eras—from approximately 1900
to 1940 and from 1985 to the present—are
both characterized by a heightened popular
interest in disease germs expressed in varied
formats, including public health campaigns,
news media, and advertisements. Anxieties
about infectious diseases certainly existed at
other times in the 20th century, most notably
during the polio scares of the 1950s. But what
marks these 2 periods as distinctive is, first, the
greater frequency, intensity, and pervasiveness
of germ-related concerns expressed in a wide
range of media and, second, an awareness at
the time that germs had become a subject of
widespread preoccupation.

The First Germ Panic, 1900–1940

The first germ panic developed in the
wake of scientific acceptance of the germ the-
ory of disease. Although the germ theory has
an ancient pedigree dating back to the Corpus
Hippocraticum, it was only in the 1870s and
1880s that experimentalists such as Louis Pas-
teur and Robert Koch provided compelling
scientific proof linking specific microorgan-
isms to specific diseases. Between 1885 and
1915, the rapid development of bacteriologic

methods led to an explosion of knowledge
about both public and private hygiene. Gradu-
ally, older theories of atmospheric infection
gave way to a more modern emphasis on
casual contact, food and water contamination,
and insect carriers as the chief sources of
infection in everyday life.7

The new bacteriology became the foun-
dation of aggressive public health campaigns
that sought to make Americans of all ages,
classes, and races aware of the existence of
disease germs and practice specific behaviors
to avoid them. Turn-of-the-century health
education emphasized the hidden dangers of
germs lurking in everyday life. Any object
touched by another person, whether it be
paper money, library books, or common
drinking cups, represented a potentially
deadly carrier of infection. Dust and insects
became feared as agents that might taint food
or clothing with disease-causing microorgan-
isms. These messages were broadcast by a
wide range of Progressive Era institutions,
including public health departments, schools,
voluntary health organizations, and labor
unions. The anti-TB movement played a par-
ticularly important role in transmitting the
new lessons of germ awareness. Through
their numerous leaflets, parades, exhibits,
and Christmas seal campaigns, TB workers
made themselves and the disease a prominent
feature of American life in the early 1900s.8

Within 2 decades, these public health
crusades brought about remarkable transfor-
mations in everyday life. First, middle- and
upper-class Americans developed new germ-
conscious routines of personal and household
hygiene. To avoid germs, men gave up long
beards, women shortened their skirts. People
learned to shield others from their sneezes and
coughs and rejected handshaking and baby
kissing as unsanitary customs. To make their
homes more germ-proof, the affluent installed
expensive new plumbing safeguards against
sewer gas, screened their windows against
flies, and abandoned their parents’ plush
upholstery in favor of furnishings less hos-
pitable to germ life. Perhaps the most revolu-
tionary changes came in the kitchen, as Amer-
ican housewives began to purchase, store, and
cook their food in ways designed to minimize
microbial contamination. Now-familiar
household fixtures, such as the white china
toilet, the vacuum cleaner, and the refrigera-
tor, became popular largely because of the
growing acceptance of household bacteriol-
ogy. Domestic awareness of germs radiated
outward as well, as American consumers
demanded higher sanitary standards in hotels,
railway cars, and movie theaters.9

Ironically, “antisepticonsciousness”
reached its heights in the early 20th century
precisely as death rates from infectious dis-
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eases were decreasing significantly. For exam-
ple, deaths resulting from TB—the “white
plague”—declined from an estimated 1 in 4
Americans in 1800 to 1 in 10 by 1900, yet the
anti-TB movement peaked in the 1910s and
1920s. TB became the “master disease” of
Progressive Era reformers not because it was
on the rise but because it served other com-
pelling agendas: to popularize the new germ
theory of disease, to respond to the presence of
new immigrant and racial groups in American
cities, and to advocate for a broad range of
social welfare measures.10

The development of new forms of mass
media and advertising played a key role in
building germ consciousness even as death
rates from infectious diseases continued to
decline. The first germ panic followed the
mid-19th-century “print revolution,” in which
new technologies such as the steam rotary
press and paper pulp manufacture greatly
diminished the cost of newspapers and books.
Starting in the mid-1800s, a new kind of print
journalism flourished as rapid turnover in
news was facilitated by telegraph and inter-
national cable lines. Searching for articles to
catch middle-class readers’ attention in an
increasingly competitive journalistic market-
place, publishers and journalists found a gold
mine of marketable topics in scientific dis-
coveries about the cause and prevention of
infectious diseases. Even filmmakers and
novelists discovered the appeal of germ-
related subjects. In the 1910s, Thomas Alva
Edison made anti-TB melodramas that played
in commercial theaters; a decade later, the
well-known collaboration between bacteriol-
ogist-turned-writer Paul De Kruif and the
novelist Sinclair Lewis produced the best-
seller Arrowsmith, later made into a feature
film directed by John Ford.11

Changes in journalism and entertainment
were closely linked to the rise of a new kind of
mass advertising. Advertisements rather than
subscriptions financed mass circulation news-
papers and magazines. Commercial incentives
both to find newsworthy subjects and to sell
consumer products converged to produce a
widespread interest in the germ. Even before
doctors fully accepted the germ theory of dis-
ease, entrepreneurs began trying to turn fear of
the microbe into profits. From an initial focus
on plumbing fixtures and disinfectants, the
range of goods promoted as aids to healthy liv-
ing with the microbe expanded dramatically at
the turn of the century. By the 1910s, the germ
sell was being used to promote everything
from antiseptic wall paint and sanitary garbage
pails to household cleansers and toothpaste.
Germ-conscious advertising campaigns
became a powerful educational force that
invoked scientific authority yet often kept
alive discredited disease beliefs, such as the

dread of sewer gas, simply because they
served to sell products.12

The first great germ panic peaked in the
1910s and 1920s and thereafter began to fade.
A new generation of scientific researchers
began to debunk notions of deadly household
germs and to devalue the need for antiseptic
cleanliness in the home. Public health depart-
ments and corporate food processors took over
much of the worry of securing germ-free
water and food supplies. As mortality from
infectious diseases continued to decline, by the

1930s heart disease and cancer became the
leading causes of death, and scientific interest
and public health initiatives turned to their pre-
vention. Although polio outbreaks and germ-
related advertising kept germ fears alive, by
the 1960s and 1970s the discovery of antibi-
otics and the development of vaccines greatly
lessened the perceived threat of infectious dis-
eases. Americans still practiced rituals of germ
avoidance, but as a means to prevent mild ill-
nesses such as influenza and the common cold
rather than TB or typhoid.13
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FIGURE 1—Poster distributed by the National Tuberculosis Association (now
known as the American Lung Association) during World War I.
Reprinted in Evart and Mary S. Routzahn, The ABC’s of Exhibit
Planning (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1918), 68b.



The Second Germ Panic, 1985–Present

This relatively relaxed view of infectious
diseases has since disappeared, a casualty of
the AIDS epidemic. Unlike the first germ
panic, the current fascination with superbugs
clearly has been triggered by the appearance of
this deadly disease. Moreover, the AIDS pan-
demic has sensitized both scientists and the
public to other “emerging” infectious diseases
that have as yet affected relatively few people
but seem to have the potential for more deadly
outbreaks. Popular apprehensions also have
been stimulated by reports of drug-resistant
strains of bacterial diseases and outbreaks of
food- and water-borne illnesses. Of course, as
many commentators have pointed out, heart
disease and cancer—ailments unrelated to ran-
dom encounters with superbugs—remain the
leading causes of death in the United States.
However, the recent appearance of frightening
infectious diseases, particularly given their
association with already stigmatized groups
such as gay people and drug users, has sparked
the late 20th century germ panic.14

The current wave of anxiety might better
be described as a viral panic. Although current
discussions of superbugs include antibiotic-
resistant bacterial diseases, the overall percep-
tion of menace is focused primarily on viral
pathogens. Much as the first germ panic fol-
lowed the rapid advance of bacteriology as a
scientific discipline, contemporary fears
reflect the extraordinary strides that virology,
molecular medicine, and evolutionary micro-
biology have made since the 1970s. New sci-
entific understandings of viral genetics and the
immune system have helped shape popular
perceptions of HIV and Ebola virus as cun-
ning “postmodern” disease agents breathtak-
ingly malevolent in their genetic and physio-
logic behavior. The absence of effective
“magic bullets” against viral disease agents
only makes them seem more fearsome.15

Moreover, the AIDS epidemic has fur-
nished a powerful incentive for educating
Americans about recent advances in under-
standing viral diseases. Much as the anti-TB
workers popularized the lessons of the new
bacteriology, AIDS educators have translated
the new virology into a popular gospel of HIV
prevention. Ironically, in the early days of the
epidemic, this meant combating the fears of
casual contact and insect vectors so success-
fully inculcated during the first germ panic. To
spread their safe-sex message, AIDS educators
creatively adapted many of the same methods
pioneered by the anti-TB workers, such as
posters, leaflets, and exhibits. Their task has
been complicated by the fierce opposition to
condom distribution and needle exchanges
raised by conservative groups. Unlike the anti-
TB movement, AIDS workers have faced a

well-organized lobby for a “just say no” phi-
losophy of disease prevention.

As in the first germ panic, efforts to
popularize new understandings of viral men-
ace have coincided with major changes in
communication technology. Since 1980, the
expansion of cable television has stimulated a
new kind of news and “infotainment” envi-
ronment, while improvements in satellite
technology have enhanced 24-hour coverage
of world events. In an increasingly competi-
tive news industry, the AIDS epidemic,
emerging diseases, and other disease out-
breaks have furnished reporters with a con-
stant stream of newsworthy stories. This cov-
erage initially did not come easily; as Jay
Kinsella has shown, activists had to fight
hard to convince the mainstream media to
start covering the AIDS epidemic in the early
1980s. But since then, media attention to
infectious diseases has greatly increased.
Satellite technology has made possible the
kind of on-the-spot coverage necessary for
events such as the 1995 Ebola virus outbreak
in Kikwit, Zaire (now the Democratic Repub-
lic of the Congo). The results have ranged
from sophisticated forms of science journal-
ism to a tabloid sensationalism reminiscent of
the late 19th-century “yellow press.”16

Much more so than in the first germ
panic, popular awareness of AIDS and emerg-
ing infectious diseases has been strongly
shaped by the publishing and entertainment
industries. Books and movies have played a
central role in making the epidemic real to
Americans, from journalist Randy Shilts’s
moving account of the epidemic in And the
Band Played On (1987) to made-for-television
movies such as The Ryan White Story (1988)
and feature films such as Philadelphia (1993).
In the 1990s, emerging diseases have pro-
duced their own mini-infotainment industry,
including nonfiction accounts such as The Hot
Zone (1994) and The Coming Plague (1994),
novels such as Cobra Event (1997), and
movies such as Outbreak (1995). A wide array
of magazines, including the general news
giants such as Time and Newsweek, women’s
magazines such as Redbook and Ladies’Home
Journal, and popular science publications such
as Discover and Natural History, have regu-
larly covered infectious disease issues.17

The kind of exchange between science
writer Paul De Kruif and novelist Sinclair
Lewis that gave rise to the latter’s novel Arrow-
smith has become even more common in late-
20th-century popular culture. Distinctions
between fiction and nonfiction have become
more difficult to make, as movies are made
from books, and books become the subjects of
television news shows. Consider, for example,
the career of science journalist Richard Pres-
ton, who first wrote the nonfiction bestseller

The Hot Zone, which read like a novel and was
quickly optioned by 2 different film directors.
Preston then wrote a best-selling novel, The
Cobra Event, which owed much of its impact
to the seeming authenticity of its revelations
about bioterrorism. Completing the crossover
from fiction to reality, Preston’s novel inspired
President Clinton to invest more heavily in
national preparedness against the hazards of
biological weapons.18

As in the first germ panic, the current
obsession with germs is being shaped by the
dynamics of a modern consumer economy,
which depends on novelty to sell goods. Public
health concerns about infectious disease have
been picked up and amplified by a wide range
of manufacturers. Advertisements for deter-
gents, hand soaps, and even prescription drugs
have attempted to convert germ worries into
higher sales. As a 1992 article on “germ war-
fare” reported in the trade journal Super Mar-
keting, “Consumers, particularly mothers of
young children, have become more hygiene-
conscious than ever. And manufacturers have
been quick to capitalize on this insecurity with
a host of products designed to make the home
as germ-free a zone as possible.” The same
article reported that the market for home
hygiene products grew by, in their words, an
“amazing” 80% from the late 1980s to the
early 1990s.19

Gauging the depth of anxieties indicated
by such buying shifts is admittedly difficult. In
some ways, the current germ panic seems to
be producing less sweeping changes in general
hygiene behavior than its early-20th-century
predecessor. That may partly reflect the fact
that so many of the protective practices
adopted then, such as sanitary plumbing and
packaging, are so firmly ensconced in every-
day life that they do not need advertising. In
areas in which public health protections have
weakened, such as the safety of the public
water supply, buying habits have changed in
response. For example, between 1984 and
1997, sales of bottled water in small containers
increased from 4.4 million to 750 million gal-
lons, reflecting concerns about microbial and
chemical contamination of tap water. Yet for
all the popular interest in superbugs, striking
inconsistencies in hygienic behavior remain.
Sales of antiseptic soaps have increased over-
all, yet studies continue to document the laxity
of hand washing after toilet use, especially
among men. Likewise, the AIDS epidemic has
been a great boon to the condom industry, but
many Americans continue to practice high-
risk sexual behaviors.20

Germ Panics in Comparative Perspective

However uneven the patterns of hygienic
behavior they produce, popular debates about
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infectious disease still can be used to under-
stand broader anxieties about economic and
social change. In both germ panics, exception-
ally fertile eras of scientific discovery and
major changes in media and entertainment
industries coincided with Americans’struggles
to adjust to new forms of economic and cul-
tural interdependence. The first germ panic
occurred during what historian Alan Trachten-
berg has termed the “incorporation” of Amer-
ica, when new forms of transportation, indus-
trial production, and economic organization
created a greater sense of national integration.
As a result, early-20th-century worries about
the traffic in germs became focused on new
forms of both long- and short-distance travel;
Americans became greatly concerned about
steamship-borne epidemics, TB-ridden Pull-
man cars, and the so-called streetcar cold.
Similarly, the rise of mass production and
distribution ushered in new anxieties about
the circulation of objects among people, from
microbes on paper money to TB germs
trapped in sweatshop-made clothing and bot-
ulism sealed up in canned goods.21

The current germ panic is occurring
during a similar period of awareness, this
time of a global sense of interconnectedness.
Instead of the railroad, the airplane is now
most often implicated in the spread of infec-
tious disease. An increase in international
travel has frequently been cited as a factor in
the development of the AIDS epidemic; pop-
ular accounts frequently repeat the story that
“Patient Zero” in the North American AIDS

epidemic was an airline steward. Scenarios
(as yet only imagined) in which Ebola or
Marburg virus break out in the United States
depend on the fact that their incubation peri-
ods are longer than the time needed to com-
plete an international flight. Not only interna-
tional travel but also more local movements
of people have been linked to the rise of
AIDS and other emerging diseases. Public
health authorities note that the spread of HIV
infection has often followed truck routes in
Africa, India, and Southeast Asia.22

The heightened awareness of interdepen-
dence is tied not just to transportation but also
to mass immigration. Both germ panics coin-
cided with periods of heavy immigration to
the United States of groups perceived as
“alien” and difficult to assimilate. At the turn
of the 20th century, it was the “new” immi-
gration from eastern and southern Europe. In
the late 20th century, it is the “new new”
immigration from Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. The association of immigration and
infectious disease has intensified scrutiny of
national border crossings, from Ellis Island
inspection lines to detainment camps for Hait-
ian immigrants. As historians have noted,
fears of racial impurities and suspicions of
immigrant hygiene practices are common ele-
ments in both periods. Those fears have been
heightened in the current germ panic by the
greater ease and frequency with which immi-
grants travel back and forth between their old,
presumably disease-ridden countries and their
new, germ-obsessed American homeland.23

As in the Progressive Era, movements of
not only people but also objects figure in con-
temporary anxieties about infectious diseases.
Compared with the first germ panic, the cur-
rent fear of fomites is much more muted. For
example, there is no modern parallel to the
Progressive Era worries that sweatshop-made
clothing harbored the germs of TB and small-
pox and thus represented a direct danger to the
middle-class families who bought the cloth-
ing. The anti-sweatshop movement today
focuses exclusively on the health risks to
workers rather than consumers. Yet, in other
areas, past and present fomite-related fears
have striking continuities, from germs on
paper money to those on telephone receivers
and toilet seats. In the wake of recent out-
breaks of insect-borne diseases, popular anxi-
eties about flies, mosquitoes, ticks, and other
insects have also revived, but instead of TB
and polio, Americans now worry about new
ailments such as Lyme disease, dengue fever,
and West Nile encephalitis.24

Other interesting continuities between the
first and second germ panics can be seen in the
scrutiny of food processing and handling. The
suspicion of the hygienic standards of corpo-
rate food processors, which dates back to
Upton Sinclair’s famous novel The Jungle, has
resurfaced in widespread concern about the
national food supply. Recurrent Salmonella
and E coli outbreaks have prompted the first
revision of federal meat-handling regulations
since the Progressive Era. At a more local level,
Mayor Rudy Guiliani’s crusade against street
vendors in New York City echoes Progressive
Era campaigns against immigrant-run street
markets and fruit stalls, which were con-
demned as germ-ridden threats to the public
health. The fear of uncleanly foreigners has
also been extended to imported foodstuffs.
Public health authorities and consumers alike
now worry about fresh fruits and vegetables
grown under unsanitary conditions overseas,
which may arrive in American groceries laden
with Salmonella, Cyclospora, and hepatitis A.25

Then, as now, escalating concerns about
infectious diseases precipitated an often
heated debate over the proper boundaries
between public health and private hygiene, as
policymakers argued over whether the haz-
ards of incorporation are best dealt with by
individual or governmental intervention. In
both germ panics, the responses included a
call for more individual- and household-level
vigilance as well as increased state regulation
of manufacturers and service providers. For
example, fears about food contamination have
led to campaigns for more careful kitchen
hygiene (bleaching cutting boards, practicing
better sponge hygiene) as well as the revised
federal meat-handling regulations. This mix
of private and public responses seems particu-
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FIGURE 2—Poster distributed by the Illinois Tuberculosis Association during
World War I. Reprinted in the Bulletin of the National Association for
the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis 3, no. 9 (June 1917), 4.



larly characteristic of the American public
health movement.

One important difference between then
and now is the shift in popular perspective
regarding the government’s involvement in
public health. The first germ panic occurred
while the legitimacy of state power was on
the upswing, whereas current worries about
infectious diseases are in the context of what
has been a prolonged retreat from activist
government, especially at the federal level.
Indeed, the current germ panic reflects a pro-
found uneasiness about the weakening of
local public health infrastructures by decades
of cost cutting and antigovernment rhetoric.
In the post–Watergate era, public health pro-
fessionals face a deep-seated suspicion of
government that has been heightened by rev-
elations about the Tuskegee syphilis experi-
ments and Gulf War veterans’ exposure to
toxic chemicals. The simultaneous rise of
well-organized health activism and religious
conservatism has left many public health
leaders feeling like “the body of a bird being
beaten by its right and left wings more or less
simultaneously,” in the words of James W.
Curran, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s associate director for HIV/
AIDS. Thus, compared with their Progressive
Era predecessors, contemporary public
health leaders must work much harder to
achieve and sustain public confidence.26

Then, as now, one of the most interesting
responses to the germ menace was a kind of
evolutionary soul searching, a rethinking of
the balance of nature and the relative worth of
prevention and cure. The concept of a micro-
bial “survival of the fittest” was frequently
invoked in the first germ panic but with an
optimistic twist. Although some eugenicists
had a gloomy view of the future, early-20th-
century public health leaders generally
believed that humankind would win the war
against the microbe because of the efficacy of
preventive measures. As death rates from
infectious disease plummeted, this optimism
became widespread long before antibiotics
were discovered.27

Contemporary musings about the “re-
venge of the superbugs” also have strong evo-
lutionary overtones but are significantly more
pessimistic than their counterparts in the early
20th century. Close encounters with HIV have
brought a new appreciation of the limits of
modern biomedicine. The perspectives of evo-
lutionary microbiology have become part of a
larger ecologic critique that warns against the
irreversible damage being done to the global
environment: cut down the rain forests and
thin the ozone layer, and the superbugs will get
you. The “world out of balance” described by
Laurie Garrett and others seems far less
amenable to individual or even national solu-

tions. As a result, the current germ panic
seems to be producing a far more profound
sense of vulnerability and helplessness than its
predecessor did a hundred years ago.28

That sense of vulnerability also reflects
changing perceptions of science and medicine.
The first germ panic occurred while the pres-
tige of scientific medicine was on the rise;
after decades of professional weakness, physi-
cians and public health authorities began to
enjoy considerable respect during the Progres-
sive Era. The current germ panic reveals a
much more ambivalent view of modern medi-
cine, which reflects both a long-term erosion
of professional authority in general and a new
kind of health consumerism critical of both
traditional fee-for-service medicine and man-
aged care initiatives.29 Interestingly enough, in
the midst of the current upheavals in health
care, public health physicians seem to be

enjoying a resurgence of popular prestige. In
journalism and entertainment alike, they are
often presented as throwbacks to an age of
good doctors uncontaminated by profit-mak-
ing concerns. The novels of Richard Preston
and Robin Cook cast public health scientists as
their heroes, battling evil corporations and
crazed bioterrorists. The imagery of these por-
trayals bears a striking resemblance to the
medical detective genre made famous in the
1920s by Paul De Kruif’s Microbe Hunters
and Sinclair Lewis’s Arrowsmith.30

Policymakers and historians tend to
ignore trends in popular culture as annoying
or irrational distractions, yet these trends con-
stitute a powerful source of information about
public health issues. For all the resources
devoted to AIDS education programs in pub-
lic schools, for example, a recent study
showed that schoolchildren still learn much of
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FIGURE 3—Advertisment for Fly-Tox insecticide, reprinted from Good
Housekeeping Magazine, vol. 91 (July 1926).



what they know about bacteria and viruses
from television advertisements for toothpaste
and household cleaners. In general, the role of
journalism, entertainment, and advertising in
transmitting public health messages deserves
more scholarly attention.31

This point is all the more important given
that many of the germ protections being
offered to American consumers today do not
address the most serious dangers of infection.
For example, consumers are encouraged to buy
expensive hand soaps and household cleaners
that some experts fear will only increase the
number of dangerous bacteria in the domestic
environment. The larger issue is where a mar-
ket-driven consumer society is likely to invest
its resources. Are Microban-coated children’s
toys likely to win out over free immunization
campaigns, or will Salmonella-resistant
sponges flourish over more stringent industry
standards of food processing?32

Conclusion

In conclusion, I emphasize that the mak-
ing of a germ panic has never been a wholly
conscious or orderly process. Although the
general message—that germs are dangerous
and must be avoided—is somewhat consistent,
popular discourses about infectious disease
always contain many contradictory elements.
The meanings that scientists, journalists,
activists, filmmakers, and advertising agents
attach to the menacing microbe vary enor-
mously, and once they advance a particular
interpretation of the germ, they immediately
lose control of it. A case in point is activists’
attempts to use media publicity to draw atten-
tion to a disease. Both TB workers and AIDS
activists framed those diseases in terms of
larger political and social issues with the inten-
tion of helping the disease’s victims. Yet the
very process of focusing public attention on
the disease problem set other, less sympathetic
forms of prejudice into play.

The imperatives of seeking newsworthy
stories have become a force skewing public
discussions of disease in other problematic
directions. As historian Bert Hansen has
shown, the preference for event-oriented
news coverage favors narratives featuring
heroic scientists, dramatic discoveries, and
“magic bullets.” The inevitable realization
that many scientists are not heroes, that many
discoveries are overturned, and that many
cures are ineffective leads to disappointment.

In addition, the dynamics of attracting
attention in a mass consumer society require
maximizing and dramatizing risk. For a dis-
ease to seem a compelling threat, it must be
seen as a menace to the majority, especially
affluent White Americans. Thus, media cover-

age tends to play up “it-could-happen-to-any-
one” scenarios, especially the dangers of
casual contact, even when they are extremely
rare. Likewise, groups trying to promote a
disease as newsworthy often exaggerate its
threat to everyone, even when some people
are clearly at higher risk than others. These
ploys inevitably frighten the audience and
induce a “boy who cried wolf ” fatigue regard-
ing future warnings that may be more war-
ranted. At the same time, they often distract
attention from the known explanations for
infection, thus fueling the disease’s spread.33

Finally, the tendency of the entertain-
ment industry to provide conspiratorial,
“X-Files”–type explanations for changing
patterns of infectious disease is deeply trou-
bling. Instead of focusing popular attention on
the all-too-real environmental changes that
are creating the “warmer, wetter, sicker” syn-
drome, novels and films focus on Central
Intelligence Agency conspiracy, demented
terrorists, or alien invasions. The American
paranoid style seems in full force, looking for
conspiracies of small groups of evildoers
rather than facing the complexity of the health
problems at hand. When one compares the
level of analysis offered by Outbreak with the
scientific reports about emerging diseases, the
gap in understanding is truly frightening.34

These contemporary problems have no
easy solutions. But historians have a useful
role to play by placing them in a longer time
frame and highlighting the larger cultural
mechanisms of selection and attention that
make some health hazards loom large while
others recede. With no end to the current
germ panic in sight, this kind of analysis is
even more necessary. A recent poll conducted
by the Pew Research Center for the People
and the Press34 found that 56% of the Ameri-
cans sampled believed that the new millen-
nium would bring an epidemic worse than
AIDS. Undoubtedly, we have not seen the last
of the killer germ phenomenon, for it involves
too many of the public health challenges we
carry into the new millennium.
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